Every Object
Tells a Story
Manx Museum at Home

Museums all around the world collect and
exhibit objects and their stories. It is very
important that the object and its story stay
together and don’t get lost.
It is our job to record object stories, look after
the objects and tell people about them.

Learning to Look at Objects
Sometimes an object can look very ordinary, but when you know the story
things get a whole lot more exciting! Let’s give you an example.
Look at this cardigan? It’s pretty? But why is it in the Manx Museum?

As museum detectives what questions might we ask?
How old is the object?
Who wore it?
Who made it?
What is its story?

So what is the cardigan’s story?
This little pink cardigan was hand-knitted by a Mum imprisoned in an
Internment Camp on the Isle of Man during the Second World War. The Mum
was called Mrs Else Forner, and she made it for her daughter Ingrid who was
with her in the camp. The cardigan is made from wool that has been reused a
number of times, and the wooden buttons have also been hand-made using
recycled wood. It is claimed that the buttons were taken from wood found at
an archaeological excavation – and the wood might be over two thousand
years old!
The cardigan tells us lots about the important role the Isle of Man played
during the Second World War. The internment camps were set up by the
British Government to house people considered a potential threat to national
security. They were known as enemy aliens. Men, women and children were
all imprisoned. Life was very boring in the camps and they didn’t have access
to many things. The cardigan shows how creative people were and how they
wanted to keep themselves busy.
Internee children exercising on Port Erin
beach in the 1940s

More Object Stories
Would you like to discover more object stories?
Manx National Heritage has almost 2 million objects and archives
in our collections.
We have photographed many thousands of these objects and recorded their
stories for people to enjoy. They can be found on our website www.imuseum.im
Try looking under the tab ‘Museum’ to find some curious objects.

Challenge
See if you can track down the story behind this cool object!
(Clue: Use the search term ‘Dracula’)

Manx Museum at Home
Now you have had a look at some museum objects we would like you
to create your own mini-museum at home.
We all have objects that are very special and important to us. We are
the only ones who know the story behind those objects. Now is your
chance to share your object story.
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Your Favourite Object
Choose an object or a few objects that are
very special to you.
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Your Object Story
Write or type your object story on a label
(a small piece of paper or card will do).

It might be a favourite toy, a souvenir from a
special holiday, a photograph, a gift, an item
of clothing or jewellery, anything really.

The label needs to explain why the object is
important and must be less than 75 words.

Share Your Story

Create a Mini Museum at Home

Take a photo of your favourite object with its
label and email it to Education@mnh.im
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Ask your family to select their favourite object
and get them to share their story with you.

We will share our favourites via Facebook and
Twitter using #MuseumatHome

You could create a mini museum display in
your house with all your favourite objects.

If you prefer you could make a short film of you
and your object explaining your story. It should
be under 60 seconds. Ask an adult to upload it
to Twitter and tag us @ManxHeritage

Don’t forget you can invite family and friends
to join in via video calls as well! We would love
to share their stories too.

